A course satisfying the “Perspectives on Law and Justice” requirement undertakes a sustained and rigorous inquiry, consisting in more than half of the course’s themes, discussions, and readings, into the nature and meaning of “law” or “justice” through the lenses of the humanities or social sciences. The objective of this requirement is to have students step back from predominantly doctrinal and practical legal study to examine law or justice through those lenses. A course satisfying the Perspectives requirement may also satisfy the Upper-Level Writing Requirement provided it also meets the latter’s standards. A Perspectives course may not also satisfy any other Juris Doctor graduation requirement.

Courses offered in Academic Year 2019-2020 that satisfy the Perspectives on Law and Justice Requirement:

### FALL 2019
- LAWS772901 Adv. Con Law: Trump Administration
- LAWS334801 Adv. Topics in Civil Rights: Microaggressions and Other Forms of Subtle Discrimination
- LAWS441101 American Legal Theory
- LAWS669502 BC Defenders Seminar
- LAWS446902 BC Law Prosecution Seminar
- LAWS663101 Children’s Law and Public Policy
- LAWS897801 Civil Litigation Clinic
- LAWS442401 Criminal Justice Clinic
- LAWS764501 Election Law
- **LAWS43901** European Law
- LAWS666001 Foundations of Western Law
- **LAWS86201** Human Rights & Inequality (added 4/17)
- LAWS774901 Immigration Law
- LAWS668601 Intro Anglo-American Legal Heritage
- LAWS832901 Juvenile Rights Advocacy Program Clinic
- LAWS444401 Local Government Law
- LAWS219201 Professional & Moral Responsibility of Lawyers
- LAWS219202 Professional & Moral Responsibility of Lawyers
- LAWS446101 Wrongful Convictions

### SPRING 2020
- LAWS334401 American Legal Education
- LAWS897801 Civil Litigation Clinic
- LAWS93201 Comparative Constitutional Law
- LAWS (TBD) Constitutional Theory
- LAWS785001 Critical Race Theory
- LAWS774701 Family Law
- LAWS765401 Federal Health Law, Politics & Policy (ACA)
- LAWS440001 Feminist Legal Theory
- LAWS (TBD) Fiduciary Obligations and the Law
- LAWS746101 Human Rights Interdisciplinary Seminar
- LAWS (TBD) Inequality
- LAWS339201 Juvenile Rights Advocacy Program Clinic
- LAWS440801 Law of Philanthropy
- LAWS219202 Professional and Moral Responsibility
- LAWS844801 Semester in Practice: Dublin Seminar